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9 a.m. Meet me in SoHo at the bar in 
Balthazar and order a latte bowl. This place 
is an institution and a great way to start the 
day, caffeinated. Afterward, let’s stroll the 
streets of SoHo and window shop. Within 
walking distance is Wyeth, a showroom that, 
for me, is what heaven must look like—the 
highest of high-end, the untouchable, the 
remarkable. Clic Bookstore and Gallery is 
also so fun—it has the best selection of 
coffee table books and accessories.

10 a.m. It’s time to eat! I’ll let you pick 
between two of my favorites. Buvette on 
Grove Street is identical to sitting in a sweet, 
little café in Paris. The croque madame or 
the poached eggs over scafata and pecorino 
are my go-to orders. Or we can head to a 
little NoLIta gem, Café Gitane. I’ll get the 
avocado toast and a fresh orange juice, you 
should go for the baked eggs with salmon, 
capers, potatoes and cream. Also get a 
double macchiato to go—the first store on 
our hit list opens soon.

11 a.m. Just down the street from Café 
Gitane is Atelier Courbet. This little shop 
is like taking a step back in time, with lots 
of nods back to its former life as the 
16th-century Brewer Carriage House. You 
can get lost in its many collectibles from 
craftsmen and artists all around the world. I 
am personally saving my pennies for the 
Jean Puiforcat sphere coffee set. 

12:30 p.m. The train will take us to Union 
Square on 14th Street, and from there we’ll 
walk over to ABC Carpet & Home. We’ll eat 
lunch at ABC Kitchen, but first let’s head 
down to the lower level to see my new 
obsession, abcmkt. This is the best place 
to find loads of chic kitchen accessories 
and tabletop items. 

1:30 p.m. Now to ABC Kitchen. Table for 
two reserved for Taft-Gersten, right this 
way! I’m loving the little tea cups and 
saucers; I think I’ll buy them after! I love that 
you can purchase the tableware. I highly 
recommend anything here, but the pizzas 
are exceptional. Let’s not order coffee, 
though; I have a plan for that. Check please!

3 p.m. Before we get too far, I want to 
swing by my favorite antiques shop just a 
few blocks away. Mantiques Modern on 
22nd Street carries phenomenal vintage 
accessories and mirrors, and is an 
excellent source for art and gifts. There is 
a vintage Hermès ashtray I have my eye 
on, and I know that they frequently get in 
new inventory.

3:30 p.m. Next up is Apparatus Studio on 
26th Street. I’ve made an appointment to stop 
in and say hello to the owners, Gabriel 
Hendifar and Jeremy Anderson. These two 
are the tastemakers for custom lighting. A 
visit is a must because you get to see where 
they make the pieces in their studio.

4:30 p.m. Since we’re in the area, we’re 
stopping by my favorite coffee shop, A Little 
Taste. As you can imagine, having a coffee 
bar steps away from my desk has turned me 
into a bit of a snob. Our roaster, and partner, 
Greg Heinz can give us a quick class on how 
to steam the perfect hot milk or make cold 
brew ice cubes if we ask. Maybe indulge 
with a macaroon, too?

5 p.m. Next up is the Sam Still Gallery. 
The four-story walkup where he shows his 
art is gorgeous, and he treats you like 
family. He is one of my favorite local 
artists; he burnishes black ink on bark 
paper in big abstract shapes and sizes. 
It’s the perfect conversation piece for a 
dining room or over a fireplace. It’s almost 
time for a cocktail, but first, let’s peek in 
at Remains Lighting and see if owner 
David Calligeros is there to show us 
around his showroom. I love the lamps he 
carries by Alan Wanzenberg.

6 p.m. One of my favorite dinner spots is 
within walking distance from my showroom: 
The Clocktower at the New York Edition 
hotel. This newly designed restaurant and 
hotel, by Ian Schrager, is a must-see in the 
city as it’s one of the many famous 
architectural institutions that pepper our 
streets. Then let’s go to La Pecora Bianca. 
The pistachio-painted chairs and oversize 
white pendants here are so cute. It’s just a 
little slice of Europe to end the day.

DATE BOOK
ANALISSE TAFT-GERSTEN, ALT FOR LIVING
In the back of a charming coffee bar—A Little Taste—in the heart of New York’s Flower 
District, Analisse Taft-Gersten’s design showroom, ALT for Living, is uniquely Parisian. 
It’s fitting, since the inspiration for her part-shopping, part-dining business came when 
she was sitting in a dual café-boutique in Paris. The space, which she designed with the 
help of architect John Ike, is true to its original structure with a pressed-tin ceiling, 
beautifully worn throughout the years, and open-face shelving that was recycled from 
the original shop. On display is an expertly curated collection of fabric and carpet 
samples, home furnishings and accessories. Taft-Gersten has perfected the Parisian 
mystique in her successful showroom, but she finds that there are plenty of places to 
peek at the influence of the French right here in the city. Explore her ideal day spent 
seeking out The City of Light in The Big Apple. altforliving.com 
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From top left: The 
showroom at ALT 
for Living; furniture 
designer Thomas 
Hayes’ backyard 
swing on display 
at ALT for Living; 
Analisse Taft-Gersten 
in her showroom; 
chandeliers for sale 
at Remains Lighting; 
the sculptural 
Thomas Hayes 
Infinity chair.


